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The learning sequences are great and easy to follow. They are supportive for teachers without a  

Geography background too.  

The BLMs are precious to save time and are clear for students.

The fiction topic book is engaging and relevant to my kids. It is levelled and the vocabulary is matching 
the list of Geography words to learn. I would also use it to do story writing based on what kids know in the local 
area, following the structure of the story. Students could also do research on what the characters describe in 

the story and present on this.  

The picture cards are great to trigger discussion on the topic. They are beautiful and useful.  

The series is easy to use. It can also be used to assess students. It can be used to be taught as a subject 

and integrated into reading and numeracy too for example.

Helen Dudley, 
Year 4 Teacher • Kangaroo Ground Primary, Victoria
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The Australian Curriculum scope and sequence in the Teacher Resource Book is great to use to ensure 

we address it and to know what we work to.  

One of the key features of the learning sequences is the support it brings especially when we may be 

lacking the knowledge we need to teach a topic.

The topic book is great to use to have a comparative between China and Australia for critical and 

comparing skills. It is just enough to wet the appetite.

Discovering Geography makes my life easier.

Ian Jones, 
Year 5 Teacher • Kangaroo Ground Primary, Victoria
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I like the learning sequences scaffolding. 

They are easy to use.  

The fieldtrips were really successful with  

my kids.

Students were engaged by the Topic book  

as well and loved the visuals.

My students learnt well using this material. 

They retained and were engaged.

Sharon Ebinger, 
Year 1 Teacher • Livingstone Primary, Victoria

I found the first part of the Teacher Resource 

Book very beneficial and comprehensive.  

The picture cards are beautiful. I used them  
as discussion triggers. You can use them as writing 

stimulus too.

I like the inquiry questions in the BLMs and  
how we work on inquiry skills as we have an inquiry 

approach at our school.

Samantha Barnett, 
Year 5 Teacher • Livingstone Primary, Victoria
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